Championing A Better World

We selected a conceptual idea that genuinely summed up the year under review for this annual report. Looking back at our research accomplishments, the work of our faculty and students, the impact of our outreach activities and the generosity of our benefactors, we nominated “Championing a Better World” as our theme. All our operations, decisions, considerations and negotiations are grounded in the firm belief that what we do as a university must improve the world around us.

Officium et Civitas 敬業樂群

The University motto encapsulates our educational philosophy and the attitude we want our students to develop. The first two Chinese words 敬業 encompass the requirement to combine academic professionalism and career ethics. The last two words 樂群 emphasise personal growth and development, and advocate group spirit and the need to care for society.

Officium et Civitas is the Latin translation for the motto. Officium denotes a high-minded sense of duty. Civitas refers to both town/city and “union of citizens”.

Vision願景

City University of Hong Kong aspires to become a leading global university, excelling in research and professional education.

Mission使命

To nurture and develop the talents of students and to create applicable knowledge in order to support social and economic advancement.